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HELLO. 
It’s been a turbulent year. One of chaos, heartbreak, separation and anxiety. 

 

       The University of Hull’s students have been kept away from campus and 
restricted to purely virtual contact with our vibrant community. We have 
been given limited guidance and attention by the government at every step, 
left guessing for the majority of the journey. 

 

        This issue of the Hull Scribbler is to acknowledge this difficult and crazy 
period of our lives, and to showcase the creativity of our students. It is a 
celebration of talent and expression with the view to help bring us back 
together, connecting our experiences to remind ourselves that we aren’t alone. 

 

       Here at the Scribbler team, we have been blown away by the support of 
our University community and the submissions we have received have been 
incredible. It has made me especially so enormously proud, and I want to 
thank each and every one of you, along with my brilliant editors. The future 
of the Scribbler was in question, but even with a small team we have restored 
its legacy – fresh, modernised, bigger than ever. 

 

I hope you – our readers – enjoy this digital anthology. 
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CONTRIBUTORS 

 
Lilliana Pievaitis 

I am a Hull born and bred aspiring writer, currently in my first year of 
studying English Literature at the University of Hull. The culture of Hull 
is one of my main inspirations and is something I definitely wish to 
portray within my future work! 

 

 

Ali Cargill 

Ali Cargill has previously published a novel for young adults, a study 
guide on ecocritical theory. She has also written online and print A-level 

resources for the education resource provider York Notes.  

Ali worked with a brain-injured client to assist him in writing his 
memoir. She is currently in her third year as a Doctoral Researcher in 

Creative Writing with the University of Hull. Her thesis asks the question: 
how can memoir and other forms be appropriated for a novel which 

articulates a woman’s experience of grief? 

 
 
 

Amy Sellers 

Amy is an MA Creative Writing and English student. She is primarily a 
novelist, with a strong focus on YA, fantasy, sci-fi and horror. Her 
research interests include identity, mortality and gender roles in YA 
fantasy fiction. She also writes poetry for personal projects: ‘Unfixable’ 
was written just after the start of the first lockdown back in April 
2020. 
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Steve Rudd 

Born in Beverley, and brought up in Driffield, Steve started writing in his 
late teens, inspired by Paul Auster’s Moon Palace: still one of his favourite 
books. When he wasn’t submitting articles to music-oriented fanzines, he 

was hard at work on his own music-based publication, 
Juxta, which Radio 1 DJ Steve Lamacq described as ‘an absolute riot of 

writing’.  

Between 2005 and 2010, Steve spent much of his time travelling around 
Europe, Asia and North America. During this period, he was 

predominantly writing for online publications such as Travelmag. Steve’s 
first full-length travelogue, Pulse, was published by Valley Press in 2011. 

Currently residing in Cottingham, Steve is in his second year of a 
Creative Writing & English degree at Hull University.  

 

 

Niamh Clarkson (She/Her) 

I’m currently in my second year of English at the University of Hull, 
which has helped me focus and develop my literary passions: the 
depictions of female characters, psychology, and sexuality/gender 
identity.  

I solely write poems for the moment, as I find them to be a quick and 
easy release of emotions or thought – hopefully I will create more 
fleshed out pieces in the future. For most of my work I am heavily 
inspired by my own sexuality, romantic relationships, and connections to 
nature. I also have a great desire to write as beautifully as Carol Ann 
Duffy and Jeanette Winterson, who are my two favourite writers.  

At the end of last year, I decided to create a poetry Instagram 
(@niamhspoetry) which you can follow if you are interested in reading 
some of my other poems! 
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Faye Armstrong 

I’m from Manchester and now live on the East Coast of Yorkshire.  

I’m a reader of all genres but my academic literary interests sway towards 
the Medieval and Renaissance periods. I’m currently undertaking a part-

time Masters in English Literature and Creative Writing, and I’d love a 
career in publishing after I graduate. I wrote my submission, ‘The 

Lockdown Diary 23.03.21’ as a reflection on my own thought process 
throughout lockdown! 

 

 

Tara Drayton 

For as long as I can remember, I have had a passion for the written word. 
However, science has been my other love; from our psychological 
blueprints and the creatures of the earth, to the stars that pour down 
upon us all, there is so much out there to offer inspiration. Thus, I often 
return to these sources as themes and motifs for my work, with one key 
question in mind: what defines our perceptions of ourselves among all 
this wonder? 

Of course, the pandemic offered a literal – if, arguably, darker – 
manifestation of all of this, so it naturally set my pen to work and ever 
since, it hasn’t stopped. Page after page has been filled, experimental and 
artistic in equal measure, and I like to believe that I’ve grown as a person 
because of it. 

So, it just goes to show that, even though we may have been locked down 
and kept apart for so long, there is a whole universe of creativity at our 
very fingertips, regardless of what form it may take. And now is as good a 
time as any to let it roam. 
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Oliver Harsley 

I have a wide range of literary interests.  

I love all things Gothic, and I also enjoy dystopian fiction as that was 
what I looked at for my BA English dissertation.  

Overall, I’m inspired by different sorts of literary works and I think that’s 
absolutely perfect! 

 

 

Ziallo Gogui 

I am an MA Creative Writing student who loves to hear extraordinary 
stories because I believe in everyday miracles and the kindness of 
strangers.  

I also don’t know what to do with myself now since I learned that a jar of 
Nutella is 56% sugar.  

Send help! 

 
 
 

Ben Wheldon 

Hello,  

I’m Ben and I’m currently in my third year of study at Hull, reading 
English Literature.  

My favourite writers include Lewis Carroll, James Thurber, and, most 
importantly, Buddy Holly. I wrote the short poem, ‘Lockdown’, last 

March following the announcement of the national lockdown. 
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THE GRAPH GAMBLER 

Andrew Gooch 

 
Lights up on ROY and LEAH’s Living Room. 

ROY is seated on a sofa staring out at the audience, with a remote in his hands, as if 

watching TV. LEAH is seated on an armchair a few metres away, casually flicking 

through a TV guide. Throughout the following conversation, she never tears her gaze 

away from it. 

ROY Ooh I like my graphs, I do. They’re my favourite things on the news these 

days. Them minsters, they keep saying the same old things: ‘stay in, stay 

safe.’ But then the graphs keep changing. One day they’re up, then on the 

weekend, they’re down. I tell you there’s no better time to be into graphs 

than when they’ve got their own segment on the evening news.  

LEAH murmurs in slight acknowledgement as she flicks a page in her magazine. 

ROY  Ooh look, they’ve gone down a bit since yesterday. 

LEAH  That’s nice. 

ROY And see there, we’re beating Italy and France in the total death tolls. See, I 

told you something good would come of voting ‘leave’, didn’t I? 

LEAH  You should have been a prophet, dear.  

ROY  Here, look at how bad the Yanks are doing! 

LEAH  Germany still beating us? 

ROY And the Swedes. I think there’s foul play going on here. Someone’s 

fiddling the numbers over there. 

LEAH   You make it sound like the Premier League. 

ROY Who says it isn’t? Gotta follow something for sport; it’s nothing but 

repeats on Match of the Day now. Do you know ol’ Mick next door 

wagered a full fiver against us beating Spain in the ‘patients in critical 

care’ charts?  

LEAH sighs and puts down her magazine. 

LEAH  Roy… 
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ROY  Shush luv, I’m trying to read me graphs! 

LEAH  It’s only on the transport numbers. You don’t even drive anymore. 

ROY Yes! Sixty-six percent decrease in national railway usage! Moira from 

across owes me a bottle of prosecco.  

LEAH  Roy! 

ROY Just a minute love. The overall number of cars on the road is only forty 

percent of what it was at the start of the month. Now wait a minute, let’s 

see…  

ROY pulls out a notepad and pen and starts jotting down some calculations.  

ROY We’re on the 21st now. So, there’s still over a week left before all bets are 

off. Now, there’s no way we’re going to hit my original prediction of fifty-

five. But I could go double or nothing with Colin down backway and stake 

our other reclining deckchair for his Foster’s parasol. If that pays off, that 

should give us enough capital to raise the pot with Abdesh over— 

LEAH gets up and turns off the TV. 

ROY  You stupid woman, what’d you do that for? 

LEAH You can catch the repeats later. I wanna have a word with you before you 

end up gambling all the furniture in the living room. 

ROY  I’ve told you before, it’s not gambling. It’s just a harmless hobby of mine.   

LEAH  Harmless? You’ve already lost us the antique ceramics my mother left us! 

ROY I already apologised for that. I thought they were just a couple of 

porcelain cats you’d bought at a charity shop. 

LEAH  And then there was the canvas of the Lake District I painted for you as an 

anniversary gift; the old Paddington Bear I’ve had since I was a child; and 

you may think I hadn’t noticed, but I’m also missing one of my summer 

dresses and a pair of my knickers, which mysteriously disappeared after 

I’d put them out to dry on the washing line. 

ROY Hey, Kev had me over a barrel on that one. It was the only capital he’d 

accept. It’s not my fault that he likes to dress like the other half do, now 

and then. 
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LEAH  So, I should blame the neighbours, then, for the fact that I’m now down 

to doing the ironing without a board? 

ROY Look, you’re focusing on our losses. Think of everything we’ve won these 

past couple months. 

LEAH Oh yes, who could forget the precious winnings such as the garden 

gnome without any trousers, and the ‘Take Your Shoosies Off’ CD signed 

by John Prescott? 

ROY  Alright, I’ll admit. My bargaining skills haven’t been the best of late.  

LEAH I don’t know why you even bothered to start this neighbourhood betting 

pool in the first place. Couldn’t you just paint the fence or something? 

Anything that doesn’t involve giving away our house and home! 

ROY But then we’d be missing out. All the neighbours are doing it! Don’t you 

see? This pandemic is the opportunity of a lifetime. While everyone is 

busy staying away from each other – keeping up social distancing and all 

that – now’s our chance to take ‘em all the cleaners. 

LEAH But don’t you think it’s cruel? Making a ‘profit’ from the hundreds of 

people dying every day? 

ROY You’re overthinking everything as usual. It’s not cruel. It beats lining up 

for half an hour to go to shops. It’s getting everyone to support one 

another. I’d call it, ‘bringing the community together’. 

LEAH  I’d call it, ‘being a selfish prig’! 

ROY Selfish?! I weren’t selfish yesterday morning, giving next door but one 

that new pushchair for their eight-month-old baby, was I? 

LEAH You mean the pushchair that we were saving for our Silvia? The same 

pushchair that you bet against Wales beating Scotland in the pool on the 

seven-day rolling average of cases? 

ROY What do you want from me, Leah?! You want me to knock on all of the 

doors down street and beg for our stuff back? Won’t you be happy with 

anything I try to do until I’ve humiliated myself in front of all the 

neighbours?! Is that what you want? 

LEAH  I want you to admit that you’ve got a problem with all this gambling. All 

you ever do these days is sit there looking at your stupid graphs! You 
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LEAH (cont’d) never bother to check how I’m coping with all this! No, it’s just all ‘Track 

& Trace alerts’ and PPE figures with you.  

ROY How you’re coping? You’re the one that was complaining that I was sat on 

my arse too much. You said at the start of this bloody lockdown that I 

should do something productive with my time.  

LEAH I meant do something like paint the bedroom wall, not turn our house 

into a betting shop! 

ROY  You’re just not getting it though, are you? 

LEAH  Getting what?  

ROY  (Groans.) Don’t you see? I’m trying to do something nice for a change.     

LEAH scoffs in disbelief. 

ROY It’s true. I’m doing all this for the neighbours’ sake. You’ve been too blind 

with what I’ve been losing to notice, but I started the whole graph 

gambling thing as a kindness. 

LEAH  ‘Kindness’?  

ROY You remember that first week of the lockdown? There was all that 

shouting from the couple next door but one. Young Carol and that new 

bloke of hers…what’s his name? 

LEAH  I know who you mean, the shifty one – what about them? 

ROY Well, I was out backway one evening and I heard ‘em going at it like they 

do. She was calling the hell out of him; apparently, he’d been flogging her 

stuff for weed or something of the sort. 

LEAH  You two should go for drinks together. 

ROY Just shut up and listen for a minute. You know I don’t like him anymore 

than you do. I was on my way back inside when I heard a load of clatter-

bang-wallops coming from young Carol’s kitchen. Whatever happened 

after that, I don’t know, cos I’d already shut the back door on the whole 

thing. Anyway, when I was next on my walk round the block, I decided to 

knock on their window and see how they were doing. 

LEAH  She didn’t answer, did she? 

ROY  No, but her fella did. 
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LEAH  Did you make sure to stand two metres apart? 

ROY For God’s sake woman, I wasn’t popping round to enforce social 

distancing! I wanted to check if Carol was alright! I mean, you keep 

hearing that these domestic violence cases are on the rise these days. 

They made a graph for it. 

LEAH  Of course you’d remember what a graph says. 

ROY Well, there was no chance of him letting me see poor Carol. God knows 

what he’d been doing to her, but I didn’t see her for days after that and 

unless she tested positive for Corona it wasn’t as if the police were likely 

to waste time getting involved. 

LEAH  Alright, but what’s this got to do with all the graphs and betting? 

ROY I’m getting to that, if you give me chance. Now I definitely remembered 

seeing Carol’s fella hanging around the Betfred, back when they were still 

open. And you know better than anyone the strain excessive gambling 

can put on a marriage. Anyway, as luck would have it, the very next day I 

ended up behind him in the queue for B&M – Cliff! That’s his name! I 

knew I’d remember! – So, we got to talking and all that. I couldn’t get him 

to talk about what was going on at home, but he did mention that he was 

on a bit of a losing streak. So, I proposed a little wager. Nothing special, 

just a free meal from the chippie on which minister would be hosting that 

night’s update conference. I naturally bet on the Prime Minister. Now, I 

knew that was a poor choice, cos, back then, old Boris was still in intensive 

care. But that’s cos I was trying to lose deliberately. I figured maybe if I let 

Cliff get a win in for a change, it might ease him up slightly and make it 

less likely that he’d start battering our Carol on a night, and… guess what? 

It worked. Ever since I gave him that £3.50 for some scampi and chips, I 

haven’t heard a single swear or shout backway. Then it just took off from 

there. Before I knew it, Cliff was betting with Kev on what retailer would 

be shutting down next. Then Kev was wagering his lawnmower on 

transport figures with Mrs Baqeri across the way. It was like I’d helped 

bring the community together through the power of one-upmanship. All 

everyone round here cares about now is winning each other’s stuff. You 

can call that ‘cruel’ if you want, but you know what I’ve noticed? No one’s 

arguing. Everybody’s staying in to look at the graphs and it’s all because of 

me. 
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LEAH  So, all this reckless gambling has just been to cheer up the neighbours? 

ROY  Told you, I weren’t being selfish. 

LEAH And you’ve been losing all our stuff deliberately? To help keep their 

spirits? 

ROY Well, no. Not exactly. At first, it was, before I realised how bad I really am 

at this betting lark. I’m only doing it at this point to try and win back our 

tumble dryer. 

LEAH  I knew you hadn’t taken it for repairs! 

ROY So now, you see. It was all a selfless act of kindness. Now let’s put the telly 

back on. You never know; it might have been our lucky night. 

LEAH Oh, alright, if it’s to help the neighbours. But no more thoughtless betting! 

ROY Love, I promise. From now on, whatever I plan to give away will go by 

you for approval first. Deal? 

LEAH sighs and sits back down in her chair to read her magazine. ROY switches the TV 

back on and picks up his notebook. He begins to look back and forth between his notes 

and the TV. With every glance he looks more despondent.  

ROY  Err… Love, how attached are you to the cat? 

LEAH gives him a stern look. 

Fade out. 

The End. 
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OI! YOU’RE NOT DISABLED! 

Oliver Harsley 

 

Hello there. My name is Elliott Bentley and, yes, I was named after the 
kid in E.T. If you don’t know what E.T. is, then you really need to go and 
educate yourself. Also, if you have never heard of Asperger’s syndrome, 
then you need to be educated even more. 

       I have Asperger’s, and it affects me in many different ways in my 
daily life, but I’m proud to be different and unique. My parents always 
knew there was something different about me since I was a small child, 
but it was very hard to properly pinpoint what it was. I have been told, on 
numerous occasions, that I’m not ‘disabled’, because outwardly I am like 
any other person, while the inside is where my disability manifests itself. 

       Bouts of anxiety, panic attacks and incompetence in social situations 
are the combined showcase of my very real disability. But, hey ho, it’s 
never been something that I’ve actively let put me down, as it’s a gift of 
the highest order. Plus, it has allowed me to have the greatest obsession I 
could have: science fiction. 

       A day doesn’t go by without me developing my fascination with all 
things to do with sci-fi, as it engages my mind and genuinely interests 
me. Science always was a favourite subject of mine at school; I’m just in 
my twenties but school wasn’t that long ago, so it stays fresh in the 
memory. Sci-fi has always been there to distract me from the perils of 
modern life and the difficulties I face when in social situations. If you 
asked me what my favourite sci-fi films are, then I’d have to say E.T. (of 
course, because of my name); Alien (that chest bursting scene is so fucked 
up); and my favourite film of all time… Back to the Future! 

       I’ve always wondered what time travel would be like, and what it’d do 
to the world if I were able to go back in time and prevent the birth of 
Hitler, or even stop 9/11 from happening. It’d probably create even more 
fucked-up stuff, so it’s probably best that I don’t somehow stumble across 
a time machine on my travels. Do you detect any sarcasm here, folks? I’m 
starting to dish it out, after having lived with my dad too long, and I’m 
quite enjoying it, actually. 

       I hold my hands up and admit I have been guilty, on occasion, of 
blathering on about science to other people until they are at their wits’ 
end. My use of ‘wits’ end’, there, signifies my very peculiar use of English 
vocabulary; on many occasions I have shocked people by sneaking words 
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such as ‘flabbergasted’ into everyday conversations. ‘If you’ve got it, 
flaunt it’, I say, and that motto has always encouraged me to share my 
Asperger’s diagnosis with the vast majority of people I meet. 

       On occasion, it hasn’t worked out how I would have liked, as many 
people can’t fathom the idea of somebody being disabled without them 
being in a wheelchair or having a missing limb or, even more 
distressingly, wearing a big badge with the words ‘I AM DISABLED’ 
written on it. Mind you, some prick would think it’d be a massive piss-
take or something like that. I feel like I should apologise for my bad 
language, but this is my fucking story and I decide how I’m going to tell 
it.  It also means I’ve got a larger vocabulary as I can say words such as 
‘shit’ and ‘fuck’. 

       ‘Oi! You’re not disabled!’ one woman said as I got out of my parents’ 
car, having parked in a disabled parking spot. (The woman’s pure 
ignorance is a source of inspiration, as it signifies why my story is worth 
telling and how important it is for me to educate and inform, plus 
entertain – if you think I’m worthy of making neurotypicals laugh). 
Typical Karen behaviour, that! I’ve thankfully not come across not too 
many of them in my time, but it’s always so annoying when I do, as I 
think to myself, ‘Why don’t you fucking use Google and find out what 
autism/Asperger’s is?!’ 

       I’ve learnt to not give any credence to people’s ignorance, as it’s not 
worth the effort, and those people are better off living in their own 
bubbles. However, I have surrounded myself with family and friends 
who do understand what it’s like for me every day, and I hope that you, 
reading this, will join them in understanding my condition and accepting 
my description of how I struggle but, most importantly, how I also 
succeed in other areas. 

       I was always good, academically, at school (well, in the subjects that I 
actually cared about), but the whole experience was one that both 
delighted and horrified me. The positives of school were meeting lots of 
understanding people who empathised with my situation and getting to 
make loads of friends, but the negatives included coming across people 
who never made the effort to properly do their research on Asperger’s. 
One such person was Travis Stephenson. Travis was one of the popular 
kids, always surrounded by his crew of dopey mates, and he was at the 
top of my list for ignoramus of the year. 

       ‘You’re just an attention seeker, you know’, Travis said one day. 

        ‘I’ll have you know, I’m not’, I replied in a cold manner. 
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       This example of Travis’s disinterest in understanding my condition 
was thankfully not fully widespread at school but was contained within 
his friendship group. A person like Travis was never going to lower 
himself in the eyes of his peers to my standing, which was why we 
became mutual enemies. I despised his arrogance, ineptitude and 
distasteful attitude towards girls, homosexuals and people with 
disabilities. Travis epitomised what was wrong with the modern world: 
an ignorant bigot who only cared about himself rather than attempt to 
understand what it felt like to be an outsider or somebody who was 
constantly picked on. 

       Thankfully, on the occasions when I didn’t see Travis, I had my own 
friendship group with whom I shared my thoughts and feelings about 
my Asperger’s in confidence. My principal friends at school were Henry 
Butterfield, Tom Smith and Daniel Thompson; all three shared my 
hatred of Travis. They were always courteous to me and asked if I was 
doing okay whenever it looked like I was struggling. 

       Boy, how I could do with them now. 

 

 

 

 

 

Background:  

This extract comes from a novel that I’m currently working on. I was 
inspired to start writing this because I have Asperger’s myself. The 
lockdown also played a key role in my writing as I have plenty of free 
time, apart from my university work and volunteering, to put this 
personal project together. I’ve taken elements from my own life and 
fictionalised them to create Elliott Bentley. Therefore, I decided early on 
in this writing process to make Elliott the narrator because it allows for a 
much more effective way of showing his own perspective of what 
Asperger’s means – both internally and for the people around him. 
Moreover, this allows the reader to fully immerse themselves within his 
mindset and should evoke an empathetic reaction. I hope that I am able 
to provide a much-valued representation of Asperger’s syndrome in a 
unique way that increases awareness.  
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ACROSS THE WORLD 

Tara Drayton 

 

All across the world tonight 
Our voices hang in string: 
A train journey lingers in quiet 
By humanity’s unscheduled riot 
Against our lives, ripped at the seams. 
The masks define us. These cut looks 
Contort outside and forge the loops 
Unseen to guard decaying dreams. 

All across the world tonight 
Sweet sickness steals our sleep: 
Alone in the dark a woman lies. 
Her tears plague her eyes; 
She clasps him still yet warmed by death 
And pleads with words. She is unheard. 
With blighted soul she turns 
And promises to live his dying breath. 

All across the world tonight 
Society’s doors close: 
Dawn’s choral joy still filters through 
With sunlight gleam, faint drenched in blue 
Of skies untouched; on lands left drained 
It seeps; it mocks neglected glass 
Of windows, home and store, the past 
We once assumed but cannot again. 

All across the world tonight 
We know not where to turn: 
The chemist battling the time 
By moonlight and her sacred vials 
Prays to gods once thought untrue; 
He yields no cure. Doom taints his heart, 
Which wonders how it is so hard 
To light the way: what can he do? 
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All across the world tonight 
We wait, and death tolls rise 
Like embers from the phoenix nest 
Of this vile sickness, nature’s best. 
The shadows veil its silent shift; 
Fingerprints fluctuate again, 
Regrasps our throat; humanity moans 
And tomorrow suffers the seismic drift. 

 

 

 

 

 

Photography: Laura Skinner 
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MONOCHROMATIC HULL 

Lydia Cutmore 

 

 

 

Pearson Park Bandstand, 2021 
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Hull University’s Venn Building, 2021 
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NOTE TO SELF: ISOLATION SUCKS 

Steve Rudd 

 

‘Why don’t you go and read a book?’ I suggested to Amber. Anything to 

dissuade her from rifling through more of my things. 

‘There’s only a few left, and they’re kids’ ones.’ 

Amber viewed lockdown as an excuse to go on a cleaning, 

decluttering and DIY rampage, insisting it was the only uninterrupted 

time we’d ever have to get on top of the house. 

‘I aren’t gonna replace that tile if that’s what you think.’ 

She’d already left the room to re-mop the bathroom floor. 

I ventured upstairs on Day Fifteen to discover my CDs spread 

across the floor of the box room. It was half-nursery, half-study—my 

desk a sheet of MDF laid across Ash’s cot. Approximately thirty CDs had 

been dropped into a pristine Britannia packing box as part of Operation 

Quarantine. I was one step away from flinging the wind chime through 

the window, but I didn’t have the energy to wrestle with the safety lock. 

‘Most of those are signed.’ 

One was a pre-Parachutes promo by Coldplay. Amber shrugged. 

She had her back to me, wearing thick single-use latex gloves. 

‘You never listen to ’em anyway.’ 

‘Because you got rid of the CD player!’ 

I started comfort-drinking as lockdown dragged on. Lie-ins became 

de rigeur, my commitment to home-schooling our eldest two waning to 

non-existence. All three of our kids were iPhone-literate anyway; what 

more did they need to know? Some days, Amber would struggle 

downstairs, her arm raised against the light, asking which split digraphs 

and Scholastic video-quizzes we’d been working on.    

‘It’s a school day?’ 

That reminded me: I had university homework of my own. 
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We had one laptop between five of us. A heavyweight Lenovo relic, 

it had cost ninety pounds in a flash-sale. Memory-deprived, it took five 

minutes to reach the screensaver, then another five to Chrome-crank its 

way online. At least Amber’s iPhone 11 supported online learning, but 

writing essays on a device that auto-suggested every word—even with the 

function disabled—wasn’t ideal. I couldn’t write ‘student number’ without 

becoming a ‘stupid numpty’. I campaigned for a laptop timetable 

guaranteeing equal screen-time for all. Bagging the graveyard shift 

between 10 p.m. and midnight, I had a conversation with myself 

concerning the shortest of straws. 

Day Twenty heralded swift physical decline to honour my 

plummeting mental health. 

‘Could be a cold,’ Amber sniffed. ‘Or early-onset hay fever.’  

Buckling under back ache, I dragged myself upstairs following an 

uncontested self-referral. Shivering, I raised the thermostat ten degrees 

and struggled into our unmade bed fully dressed. Waking to stomach 

pains, I berated myself for having taken multiple co-codamol doses 

without food. I was now coughing like a coal miner who smoked sixty a 

day. Deep, phlegmy wake-up calls. I would have stayed in bed were it not 

for Amber experiencing an ME flare-up. The kids wouldn’t feed or dress 

themselves—not to say they couldn’t. 

Keen to stay abreast of Jasper and Ruby’s progress, schoolteacher 

Mrs Gray rang once a week to check that we were keeping up with the 

daily worksheets. There was never a good time to talk: there was always 

at least one child crying about some injustice or other. She rang on Day 

Twenty-Six, a split-second before Jasper started screaming. He sounded 

as if he had sustained a nasty injury; I punched End Call without apology. 

Entering the kitchen, I found him sprawled, naked, on his back, his right 

eye bruised, tears swabbing his cheeks. Ruby, though younger, towered 

over him. She was wearing a pair of Jane Asher oven gloves. 
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I gave Jasper a cuddle, marched Ruby to the Naughty Step, then 

shut myself in the downstairs toilet to return Mrs Gray’s call—only to 

hear Jasper crying again. This time he was face down in the living room, 

wedged between the sofa and wall. Behind him lay a steaming mix-trail 

of urine and excrement. 

A number three. 

Amber entered at that point, halting beside the TV. She folded her 

arms and cocked her head. 

I pointed. 

Dry-heaving, she fled through the French windows, unaware that 

our neighbour’s earless cat had shown the same disrespect to her daff-

dominated flowerbeds. 

The tabby didn’t know any better. But Jasper? He was seven. 

We clearly needed words, split digraphs notwithstanding.    
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MISS RHONA 

Tara Drayton 

 

Miss Rhona rocked my cradle – 
I thought I’d been aged more – 
But the world I was born into 
Was nothing like before. 

Miss Rhona was a wonder 
Like none had ever known, 
And though we never saw her face 
Our lives were all her own. 

I’d thought Miss Rhon’ a fairy, 
And perhaps I wasn’t wrong, 
Because she brought sweet mischief 
Only children heard as song. 

She came up with the quaintest games, 
Sprung from a pixie’s heart, 
And nothing made her more amused 
Than when we played apart, 

And Rhona winked her nose to say, 
“My dears, no need for school!” 
Instead we learnt from virtual desks 
That “family” was the rule. 

So we strung high our artworks 
And bright colours lit each street, 
And out we’d pour to clap and cheer 
The heroes we’d all meet. 

And don’t forget our peekaboo – 
The strangest sight to see! 
Where every day a half-face world 
Would peer back down at me. 

But, one day, things were different: 
The half-faced play had gone; 
As too the rainbows and the joys 
We’d come to share as one. 
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I missed Miss Rhona’s follies 
Which would dance through all my mind, 
And hours at home, and kindnesses 
We now had left behind. 

I finally concluded we 
Were stronger when apart, 
And, lonely in my dull regrets 
I took my brand-new start. 

But now I’ve lived my old-world life 
And here I’m at my end – 
Lying helpless, craving only 
Kindness and a friend. 

Then who appears, but Rhona! 
Outside my hallway door, 
Before she rests beside my bed 
As lovely as before, 

For all her cuffs are rainbow-tipped, 
And, though her cloak is black, 
She, smiling, clasps my hand to hear 
“Miss Rhona, you came back!” 

“My child, of course I’m back for you! 
For we both shared such glee: 
That world awaits, we can again – 
Say, won’t you come with me?” 
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LOCKDOWN 

Lilliana Pievaitis 

 

 

Looking glass of black mirror 

Outside is out of bounds 

Calling friends and familiars, online is the currency 

Knitting needles and banana bread, anything to occupy the head 

Dangerous adventures in at-home hairdressing 

Occasional stumbles around the block 

“When this is all over” is the motto of the year 

National isolation is the topic of conversation. 
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THE REST 

Steve Rudd 

 

‘Where’s the rest?’ 

‘Sorry?’ 

‘I paid nearly nine quid for this!’ 

The school-aged waitress wrung her gloved hands. 

‘That’s just how it comes.’ 

‘Well it’s a rip-off! I could make it myself for a quid! What we got? 

Half an overripe avocado; a few shreds of cheap-ass chicken. The lettuce 

is just padding—and even that’s limp.’ 

  ‘I’ll have to speak to my manager if you’d like to make a complaint,’ 

she mumbled, slinking off. 

Tim eyed up Caroline’s rib-eye, then peered over her left shoulder. 

Everton had equalised with a Richarlison header. Not that the fans 

cheered, because there weren’t any. 

The shift manager approached wearing a puzzled expression, his 

flimsy face visor splattered with red sauce at the bottom. He looked like 

he belonged in A&E. 

‘My colleague Jackie informed me that you’re not entirely satisfied 

with your meal. Is there anything I can do?’ 

‘Wouldn’t say no to a complimentary dessert,’ grinned Tim. 

Tim’s custard-swamped apple pie was ceremoniously delivered by 

the manager himself and placed beside his abandoned salad. Caroline 

was still attacking her cold steak with a blunt knife. Mid-slice, she sighed 

and slumped back, a dab of gravy browning her lower lip. Shoving her 

plate away, she reached for her flute of pink gin and drained it.     

‘Don’t s’pose you saw the toilets? All these places look the same; 

they’re never where you expect ’em.’ 
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Tim jerked his head to the left, his eyes refusing to stray from the 

big-screen TV mounted behind her. Fulham had regained the lead with a 

twenty-yard overhead kick from Kamara. Tim needed the toilet, too, but 

the multi-angled replay won out. His custard was still steaming. He 

followed in Caroline’s footsteps a minute later, receiving a cold stare 

from a pint-hugging pensioner at a tiny table near the bar.    

His mask. 

Retrieving it from his pocket, Tim stretched it on, only to bump 

into someone as he rounded a dark corner. The man muttered 

something inaudible and strode off before Tim thought to apologise. 

Beyond a triple-stepped drop, a carpeted corridor split: left for men, 

right for women. But there was a queue. Tutting, Tim backtracked, taking 

the corner wide, aiming for an unmanned door that fed into the car park. 

Caroline beat him back to their table, kneading sanitiser into her palms. 

‘Didn’t see you in the queue when I came out.’ 

‘I watered the hyacinths instead.’ 

‘Animal,’ she said, her thin lips twitching. 

Oblivious, Tim plunged his spoon into the custard, ladling it over 

the pie. Its sugar-lashed crust was slightly burnt: his mum’s speciality. He 

proceeded to guillotine the triangular slice into minuscule chunks, 

whisking them into the custard, clockwise then anticlockwise. He 

wondered if the Coldplay song ‘Yellow’ had been inspired by Devon’s 

finest export. 

‘Want some?’ he asked, re-establishing eye contact, his heaped 

spoon in flight. 

Caroline blushed. 

Later, staggering into their bedroom, Caroline yanked Tim towards 

her. Undressing him as he swayed with half-closed eyes, she probed 

between his legs, expectant. 

She couldn’t help but snigger. ‘Where’s the rest?’ 
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HEDGEWICCHE 

Ali Cargill 

 
I’m out in it, I’m wetted, I’m soaked, I’ll rip myself in shreds across the sky, 
come pelting, shrieking in the wind I’m ancient modern I’ll sing the very last 
hymn number  

 

111   or is it 666? 

 

Lawks, who gives a fuck. Go to your beds, all of you; the world, darkened, is for 
night creatures only. Strange, it is, under night skies. Broad-leaved plants are 
slimed skin, squat toads. Hedges are bare bones, stick-ribs. 

Look up, search for the moon but you won’t find it; its pale round hides in 
cloud that seeps in thin, pulled stretches. I’m sharp-cold in this air where dark 
murk grows, turns trees to dark twisted sticks. I pace my animal spoor in stone. 
Owl cry, then again, over field - and answered: two then, in secret flying.  

Night shrinks. Turn, turn again, peer into dense black. Imagine: the tree 
becomes a figure. It steps out: stretched skin, guttural cry. Closes in- 

                                                   

                                                                                -the darkness will cocoon 
me. I’ll be noiseless, shadow-shaped — next car that comes, I’ll squat, bare my 
arse in its headlights.  

 

Such stories, in the dark! 

 

Last night I was out in fog. The hills folded me in, till I was lost in blurred 
landscape, muffled. Headlights burnt the trees to stark black stripes. Then I was 
disappeared once more in wood smell, smoke air. 

 Fog-cloaked, wyrd, I could do, and do, and do. On the path, I saw a dog – 
or wolf? Black fur, tongue out, chasing. I ran like a rat scatting! Backed my rump 
into the hedge like a bird holed up; squatted to leak my piss into leafmulch. And 
all the while the fog felt at my face, my cheeks, my chin. Its cold breath mixed 
with mine. I gasped in fog, felt it finger my own sweet cunt till I was clotted and 
crawling, my wet leaves spread, my treebark dark and streaming. I slid edgeless 
into thick air.  
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Afterwards, I heard the wolf’s howl, saw three deer cross the path. Their breath 
was mist. The air cleared; the sun broke its passion on the hill-   

 

                                                                                                -today the sky presses 
grey; I’ll buckle under its iron. There’s malice in the wind that slices me, cuts 
through the gritted hawthorns with their bitter, shrivelled berries like so many 
pursed lips, their cruel spikes. Last summer’s grasses fly banshee shreds from 
these sharps. Soil here is peat-black, plough-turned to reveal dark hearts. 

Let the years take their time. Drive, incessant rains! Scour, heartless winds! Soon 
enough, our ghosts will push their tatters through the churned mud. How the 
soil clags at my bones! It’s in my deeps. Yes, I’ve felt this earth heave, call 
clicking beetles, sliding worms to work at its designs and all the while I call out 
against these hardening irons — for sure, I’m pinned even as I crouch beneath 
these scrambled twigs or fly, crazied in the haunting wind oh I’m darkly 
mooded. My mind’s on death and flames at the stake I’ll split, rant my blood 
into the rain that’s surely coming yes as surely as I conjure it- 

                                                                 

   -to burn! I’ve watched blood bubble in its boil, fat running from the flesh to 
fuel the pyre. A hand is raised; the fingers curl; skin’s crackled on the bone. 
Hold your fingers above a flame, if you can. Now dream of this, a million times 
more, then more still and you’ll come closer – and there’s Cranmer, thinking to 
stuff his right hand into the flames before all else and die without a scream? I 
think not. He sobbed and squealed like all tied at the stake. 

Better to bury than burn, you might say. In soil then: a thousand, thousand 
creatures to dismantle, from rats which pull at bruised, dead flesh to woodlice 
working in the damps and in between, the threads of worms and legs of ants 
and centipedes. Until our bodies are but bone, laid out in stripped expression of 
our end.  

Peer below the soiled tops and here, and here, we lie - all of us. Bones last, and 
in the end, surfaced, they tell. Look there: an ancient death. There’s the skull 
laid sideways, jaws wide in everlasting cry. How did she die? Look closer: how 
many centuries has she nurtured that small nest of bones within her own bone 
cradle? In what pain did she go to her end, babe undelivered, body stoppered 
with the flesh of her own infant? Yes our bones remain; we hold our stories 
close through deepest time. 

 

D’you hear me call – d’you hear me knocking at the crust? Light, light these 
bones are. See my fragile, gravelled cap, my eggshell plates in dust - how thin 
between your gentle fingers they would run. But pocked and dinted, pounded, 
crushed - my story lies in this, that left these bones forever wracked, this jaw in 
its eternal screaming gape. For I was so untymely murthered- 
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-but watch me twist, grind claw and render stones – 

out, I’ll out from this keeping earth, dig out our cruel accounts, spread them 
through the vasts, from times of mine to yours- 

 

My mood’s turned black as night. I hide in earth, in timeless, private light; I 
thicken into dusk. I’m hedged; in quiet gloom I gaze through branches at the 
vast and soaring sky. These spaces are my own, windless lightless sightless. 
Cloud is a blank stretch, a hand across dimmed sky. The earth cools. I sit, 
unmoving in the blacks of my canopies. 

Night comes in thickened dread, cat scream, quiet, shuddered breath. Stare out 
the trees’ black gaunts. What’s left? My raw skin-sting. My stiff throat, dry. My 
smell of piss, my own sour stink. I slink to crouch then curl, wetlick my own 
arse. To your beds, leave me to it. 

 

My eyes spill into this, my hallowed ground.  

 

My heart, long stilled. But still I bleed; my skin will peel, arterial throb, vein 
network yet reveals   

 my innards out pain. 
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ALIENS IN CREEK CITY 

Steve Rudd 

 

‘Don’t s’pose I could bum a coupla smokes?’ asked the stranger. 

‘How’d you know I smoke?’ the backpacker replied, rubbing his 

eyes with his palms. 

‘Doesn’t everyone?’ 

The nicotine-starved stranger steepled his blue fingers. The 

backpacker flattened his matted hair with one hand, rummaging in his 

dirty frame backpack with the other. Producing a half-empty pack of 

bent Parliaments, he sighed. He’d vowed to make them last. 

‘Care to join me?’ the stranger asked, jamming his scarf deeper into 

his jacket, scanning the edge of the bus terminal. 

The backpacker shrugged, following the stranger, threading a 

course through a scattering of docile bodies, skirting a news stand selling 

copies of The Salt Lake Tribune. The previous day’s front page told of a 

female hiker claiming to have been abducted by aliens in City Creek 

Canyon. Noticing that the stand was making a killing on face coverings, 

the stranger muttered about the blanket bus cancellations, saying 

Cheyenne might as well have been on the moon. 

Comatose travellers were antisocially sprawled across the polished 

chequerboard concourse at all angles, an ocean of dead eyes blinking at 

the overhead information boards. A young couple had made a playpen 

for their toddler with their laid-low luggage. A skateboard-hugging 

teenager, lips twitching beneath his snood, was mumbling in his sleep. 

Bus arrivals were listed on the left of the boards, departures on the 

right. Every single listing had CANCELLED flashing in red beside it. The 

automatic doors had frozen shut, but a boarded-up side door stood ajar. 

A laminated piece of A4 card stated that only two people were allowed in 

the smokers’ compound at a time. 
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The stranger and the backpacker were the only two desperate 

enough to brave the elements. Filing out, they discovered that the 

compound overlooked a near-deserted parking lot blanketed in snow. 

Two young boxelder maple trees huddled in the far corner, their leaves 

ablaze. There were just three cars visible, all effectively colourless, all 

parked some twenty yards from one another, forming a lopsided 

triangle. Beyond the lot, a scrum of grey Art Deco skyscrapers fringed 

University Boulevard. An office light near the top of the tallest was 

flashing irregularly. 

‘You in for the long haul?’ queried the stranger, hunching his 

shoulders, crossing his arms, burying his hands in his armpits. 

‘Weather the way it is, I reckon we ain’t no choice,’ the backpacker 

said, retracting his hands into his hoodie sleeves. ‘Just wish I’d stumped 

extra for Amtrak.’ 

‘I got me a cousin in Laramie. Dude says he can’t open his door. 

Sounds like I-85 east o’ here is totally backed up with drifts blasting off 

the fields.’ 

The backpacker dipped his head, posting his stub in a silver wall-

mounted cigarette bin before making for the door. 

‘Hey, how ’bout you let me shout you some food?’ the stranger 

hollered, flicking his smouldering stub into a heap of gravelly slush. 

The backpacker’s ten-second head start made all the difference, for 

he was now lost to the faceless crowd. Spotting him at the back of the 

Burger King queue, the stranger stepped as close to him as the latest 

regulations allowed. 

‘Don’tcha think it’s funny, the hungrier a person gets, the less taste 

they have?’    

‘Can’t say Taco Bell does it for me,’ the backpacker said. ‘And 

Ronald and gang plain creep me out.’ 

‘I get you,’ the stranger said, squinting at the fast-changing digital 

menu boards angled down behind the counter. 
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The queue jumped forward, then suddenly backstepped. The 

previous customer had forgotten to grab mayo for his wheelchair-bound 

wife. 

‘So how come you’re not flying?’ the backpacker asked. 

‘You never seen Air Crash Investigation? How ’bout you?’ 

‘Heading back to Colorado Springs. No way my folks would sub me 

a second air fare this semester.’ 

‘You ever seen The Terminal?’ asked the stranger. 

‘With Arnie?’ 

‘Ah, forget it.’ 

It was their turn. The stranger pulled out a banded roll of fifties 

from his back pocket. ‘Been working overtime,’ he winked. 

The plastic countertop was strewn with used order receipts, along 

with an unclaimed tray crammed with two Steakhouse Angus meals, two 

portions of chilli cheese bites, a Fanta, and a Sprite Zero. A bulletproof 

screen segregated customers from employees. 

The backpacker ordered a Halloumi King burger, the stranger 

nothing more than a small Americano. 

The stick insect of a counter assistant frowned at the sight of cash, 

placing the proffered note into a counterfeit note detector. She 

immediately beckoned her bearded, black-shirted line manager. 

‘Seems there’s an issue with your fifty,’ the manager said with 

searching eyes. 

‘How ’bout I try contactless?’ the stranger replied, reaching for his 

Glock. 
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LARKIN UNDER LOCKDOWN 
HULL SCRIBBLER’S ADAM CLIFTON SPEAKS TO LYN LOCKWOOD 

OF THE PHILIP LARKIN SOCIETY 

 

n 1976 or 1977, my father and other candidates for an assistant librarian post 

at the University of Hull met Philip Larkin on campus for some beers. 

Interviews with Larkin were the next day. Assuming I’d still have been born, 

it’s funny to think how different my accent could have been, had he got it. 

Instead, our journey to an open day 33 years later started ‘down south’. 

Another’s memory, and the mysticism of a once-seen, very ‘70s photo of 

campus, is all my evidence – though our refreshments may have been in the 

same place. 

Yet even without an anecdote, I daresay every University of Hull student 

has felt the legacy of Larkin. At the very least, we must all have used resources 

in the seven-storey Brynmor Jones Library, his workplace from 1955 to his 

death in 1985; walked through the archway of his namesake building; or been in 

Hull Paragon Interchange and wondered whose likeness was in that larger-than-

life, mid-stride statue. 

But Larkin, born in Coventry in 1922, was not just our University 

Librarian for three decades; his name is neither heard only on the lips of FACE 

students trying to find a lecture theatre, nor merely 

that of a seven-foot bronze figure seemingly on its 

way to catch a train. Larkin is widely regarded as the 

country’s greatest postwar poet, with what Andrew 

Motion called ‘a very English, glum accuracy’ in his 

musings on relationships, emotions, and places. If 

deprivation, discontent and ‘diminished 

expectations’ typify a poetic voice from an era most 

Hull students won’t have seen, it seems apt to me – 

in our present disquiet and doubt – to refer back to 

that voice and discuss it afresh. Few, if any, keep 

Larkin’s poetic voice alive better than the Philip 

I 
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Larkin Society, and I recently had the pleasure of speaking to Lyn Lockwood 

about what Larkin can say to us at this time. 

Lyn is Deputy Chair of the PLS and writes and presents the podcast, Tiny 

In All That Air. ‘I do all sorts for the society,’ she says, as we correspond via 

Twitter and email. ‘I develop merchandise, help to plan events, write articles for 

our journal, work with our volunteers, liaise with other societies, and so on. 

That’s all in my spare time. I didn’t study Larkin at school or university, but I 

did buy Collected Poems in around 1988 when it first came out, from curiosity, 

really; I was just a voracious reader as a teenager. I 

still use that same copy today.  

‘I began to develop a deeper interest in Larkin as a secondary school 

English teacher when “The Whitsun Weddings” was an A-level set text, and I 

taught it as a comparative text to T.S. Eliot’s “The Waste Land” – which I also 

discovered for myself as a teenager. My teaching colleague Rachael Galletly and 

I decided to join the PLS to learn more about Larkin; nearly ten years later, we 

are both trustees! I am no longer a teacher (I now work for Citizens Advice), so 

my work for the PLS gives me a great outlet for my continuing love of 

literature.’ 

 

THE PHILIP LARKIN SOCIETY 

 

s a regular user of Twitter, both personally and on behalf of Scribbler 

– not to mention being a writer in Hull – the existence of a Philip 

Larkin Society was easily discovered and unsurprising to me. Perhaps, 

though, this flies under the radar for many people, some for whom it 

would be nice to find out 

more: what is the PLS? 

‘The PLS was set up by 

Hull University in 1995, ten 

years after Larkin’s death, to promote his legacy as Britain’s finest poet of the 

twentieth century,’ Lyn tells me. ‘We now have no formal ties to the University; 

we operate as a charity, using funds raised from membership and so on to 

promote public knowledge and understanding of Larkin’s work, interests and 

contemporaries. We have a trustee board of ten members who do the majority 

A 

Lyn’s copy of Collected Poems 

‘Britain’s finest poet of 

the twentieth century’ 
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of the society work, and a membership of around 350 with a growing body of 

volunteers supporting our social media, events and so on.  

‘For a relatively small organisation we have achieved great things: the 

Interchange statue, the plaque at Poets’ Corner in Westminster Abbey, the 

plaque at Kings Cross, and the Toads.’ (Here, Lyn references the various toad 

statues dotted around Hull in honour of Larkin’s poem, ‘Toads’ – a source of 

humour in the local accent – one of which ‘squats’ in our very own BJL.) On top 

of these are the many events, publications – including the journal About Larkin 

– and, now, a growing social media presence with Twitter, Instagram and the 

podcast, all of which Lyn and her fellow members oversee. 

‘We are currently redesigning our website to be a much fuller repository 

of all things Larkin, developing plans for the celebration of Larkin’s centenary 

next year, and much more. We are very active and very ambitious! Anthony 

Thwaite was our founding president, Professor James Booth is our esteemed 

literary advisor, and we have some fantastic vice-presidents who have given us 

great support: artist Grayson Perry, actor Sir Tom Courtenay and former Home 

Secretary and Hull MP, Alan Johnson. We have recently been joined by some 

new VPs who bring a range of experience: poet Imtiaz Dharker, writer David 

Quantick, sculptor Martin Jennings [maker of the statue], and journalist and 

broadcaster Rosie Millard.’ 

 

THE PLS AND THE PANDEMIC 

 

t’s certainly nice to know that the PLS has such eminent leadership, 

comprising names that some of us may well have heard, but were unaware 

they were Larkin aficionados. However, in the last year or so we’ve all had 

major adjustments enforced upon us, and despite social media and Zoom, 

many of us have felt more disconnected than ever. Artists and broadcasters 

have still put out content, though, with some joining the ranks of those who 

adjusted to working from home. So, I query: what has this meant for the PLS? 

I 
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 ‘The pandemic has been transformational for the PLS,’ Lyn replies. 

‘Mainly because, like everyone, we had to look to new ways to communicate 

and get together. Traditionally, our committee meetings took place at the BJL, 

as did our annual events such as the AGM. I live in Sheffield, so it was a bit of a 

trek (I always love going to Hull, so 

that was okay), but Hull was very much 

at the centre of what we did. With 

the pandemic putting a temporary 

end to that, we invested in a Zoom licence for our meetings, and despite 

missing seeing each other physically, it has really brought great benefits. We 

can now meet more regularly and – even better – meet with members from 

across the country and around the world; we have members coming to 

meetings from Japan and the US, for example, which is fantastic. We have now 

made a commitment to ensuring all future events have an online element. And 

of course Larkin is the poet of social isolation!’ 

If that’s the case, I ask, does that mean ‘lockdown’ has been a theme for 

content and discussion, or better yet, that there’s a particular poem of Larkin’s 

that best speaks to the lockdown psyche? 

‘For me,’ Lyn says, ‘the poem 

that came to the fore was “Best 

Society”: a very early poem and a 

forerunner of “Vers de Société” that 

explores the contradictions of enjoying spending time alone.’ The line Lyn 

singles out is, ‘In short, Our virtues are all social’, which, I think, speaks to the 

unnaturalness of being cut off the way we have been, even if (and certainly in 

my case) there’s something initially appealing about solitude. Lyn continues: 

‘We talked about it in the “Larkin in Lockdown” podcast that came out in April 

2020 and I even did an embroidery piece based on it! Larkin’s nature poems 

also struck a chord with people as we started to hear the birds around our 

empty streets: poems like “The Trees” and “Spring”. On social media, “The 

Mower” was frequently quoted: “we should be kind while there is still time.”’ 

(Agreed.) 

‘Larkin is the poet 

of social isolation!’ 

‘In short, Our 

virtues are all social’ 
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Lyn has already offered us 

some choice Larkin poetry relating 

to lockdown to get our teeth into, 

and indeed, with my own 2003 

edition of Collected Poems, I 

dutifully look up each poem she has 

referred to that’s in there. It is a 

wonderful collection, and I wonder 

two things: what is Lyn’s personal 

favourite, and which poems are 

ordinarily favoured and discussed 

most among the PLS? 

‘My Twitter name (@ThatVase) is the final sentence of “Home is So Sad”. 

I love that poem because of Larkin’s 

attention to domestic detail – the 

“piano stool” and so on – and the ambiguity about domestic life. Are we held 

back by our need to surround ourselves with stuff to make ourselves feel happy? 

Or are we any happier living a “Mr Bleaney”-style life where “home” is an 

empty box?’ (Indeed, in that poem, the room vacated by Mr Bleaney is little 

more than a ‘hired box’ that he ‘[told] himself… was home’.) 

 ‘The tone behind the phrase, “That 

vase.” – it fascinates me. But I wouldn’t say I 

have a single favourite. “Toads” and “Toads 

Revisited” always make me laugh; I find “At 

Grass” and its depiction of retired racehorses very moving; and “Broadcast” is 

very dear to me, not least because it gave me the title of the podcast.’ By that, I 

will remind readers, Lyn refers to the line, ‘Your hands, tiny in all that air, 

applauding’, which, if not already known from the poem, might be familiar to 

anyone who’s been to the City Hall, where it’s quoted on the Larkin Trail 

plaque.  

Lyn also tells me, with some humour, about ‘Dockery and Son’, in part 

‘because it contains the legendary “awful pie” bought in Sheffield!’ Moreover, 

it’s a poem that, as Lyn says, ‘presents a great question about Larkin’s attitude to 

family life and having children.’ Upon visiting an old acquaintance, Larkin 

Lyn’s Lockdown Embroidery 

‘The legendary 

“awful pie”’ 
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realises with some shock ‘how much of life [has] gone’ and how divergent the 

lives of contemporaries can become, after years. Lyn’s choice quote is, ‘Why did 

he think adding meant increase? To me it was dilution’. Lyn further adds, 

‘Poems that most often come up in the PLS and the on the podcast seem to be 

“Aubade” and “Church Going”, I think because they are such powerful 

statements of how Larkin saw the world and, like all great Larkin poems, 

contain both humour and terror.’ 

 

LARKIN IN LOCKDOWN 

 

 can indeed empathise with Larkin when he talks about the feeling of 

waking up around four in the morning and the existential fears that can 

sometimes accompany that darkness, silence and solitude. Such things are 

by no means the preserve of any one type of person, but I consider that 

perhaps artists could be chief among those who would comment on it. I wonder 

how Larkin would have felt about lockdown if he were alive today, and what he 

would have done with whatever free time it may have afforded him, 

considering the restrictions. I also wonder if he would have dealt well with 

being cooped up at home, and if that may have inspired new poetry – tinged 

either with hope or more of that Larkin glumness. 

‘I try not to be some kind of “voice of Larkin” from beyond the grave,’ 

says Lyn. ‘However, I suspect he would have been like many of us. He would 

have missed his colleagues and workplace, going to Lords to watch the cricket, 

and lunchtimes in the University bar. I guess he would have initially liked the 

extra time to himself, but would it have generated more poetry? I’m not sure. 

He was an observational poet, and a photographer, so he needed to be around 

people and places. He would have made full use of his exercise allowance and 

continued to cycle around East Yorkshire, I should think!’ 

I’m glad Lyn brings up Larkin’s travels around East Yorkshire because I 

was going to bring that up next myself. As a frequent visitor to the Hull and East 

Yorkshire Eye Hospital, I’m often privy to the Larkin displays in there. There’s a 

cabinet in the reception area – a Society achievement from 2012 – that 

showcases three pairs of Larkin’s glasses, alongside a copy of his highly apt 1955 

poem, ‘Long Sight in Age’. 

I 
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‘I have been privileged to very carefully try on a pair of Larkin’s 

spectacles,’ Lyn tells me, ‘and a string of [Larkin’s partner] Monica’s pop beads!’ 

There are also a few more prominent things that one can’t fail to spot 

when one sits down to wait for an examination: copies of three of the Larkin 

Trail plaques that were put up by the PLS and huge prints of associated 

photographs. Plaques 03 

(Paragon Interchange), 12 

(Hull Royal Infirmary) and 

25 (Spurn Point) make particular 

reference to Larkin’s poems 

‘The Whitsun Weddings’, 

‘How’, ‘The Building’ and 

‘Here’, which show his viewpoints 

of Hull, nearby areas, and the 

associated travelling to and 

from. Lyn loves the Trail: ‘I have 

often wandered around Hull 

with Rachael, with our copies of Collected Poems. We’ve read “Broadcast” 

outside City Hall and “Friday Night at the Royal Station Hotel” at, well, the 

Royal Station Hotel; we’ve had drinks in Ye Olde Black Boy and The White 

Hart.’ (Here, Lyn refers to the first two plaques on the Trail – one in the Hotel’s 

lounge and the other at the front entrance – alongside numbers 04, 09 and 10.) 

Both in the focused context of having to sit in a bland waiting area and in 

the broader sense of being in lockdown, I ponder whether the poems quoted on 

the Trail – which far outgrows city limits – speak to a certain wanderlust within 

all of us. Might they inspire us to look closer at and with more appreciation for 

our immediate surrounds, given that we’ve had to live with them for quite some 

time? Or might they remind us that we’ve got some perfectly nice places – 

places that Larkin said ‘One can go ten years without seeing… yet they are 

always there’ – right on our doorsteps, begging us to go for a walk or a bicycle 

ride? 

‘I’m fascinated by the roads out of Hull into East Yorkshire,’ Lyn 

responds, ‘that Larkin would have cycled along, and that move from city 

through industry and then into the Yorkshire Wolds. I find them strangely 

‘Just standing and 

looking and thinking 

about what is 

around him and if 

he can make poetry 

out of advertising 

hoardings and 

department stores.’ 
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beautiful, particularly because of their flatness, I think (especially coming from 

the mountainous Sheffield.)’ Lyn also confirms Larkin’s fascination with place: 

‘His part in the design and construction of Brynmor Jones library as such a 

magnificent piece of architecture and “place” in itself was a huge achievement.  

‘Larkin, writing under the pseudonym Brunette Coleman in the 1943 

essay “What Are We Writing For”, describes his love of reading about England, 

as opposed to more “exotic” overseas locations, saying, “To my mind, there is 

nowhere so glamorous as England, with its public parks, its daffodils, young 

girls taking out dogs, old copies of The Tatler…” Sometimes that is interpreted 

as Larkin’s antipathy to foreign countries, but I think it reflects more strongly 

his love of Britishness. Poems like “Here”, “The Large Cool Store” and “Essential 

Beauty” show Larkin just standing and looking and thinking about what is 

around him and if he can make poetry out of advertising hoardings and 

department stores. Overseas travel does seem rather unnecessary, certainly 

from a creative viewpoint anyway.’ 

 

A RUMOURED CITY 

 

s much as I personally long for it, I have to agree with Lyn about 

overseas travel; inspiration can be found in abundance much closer to 

home. Larkin would probably have agreed, too; some of his most 

famous words aren’t even from his poetry, but from the foreword he 

wrote to the anthology A Rumoured City. It is probably quite well documented 

that Hull didn’t immediately impress Larkin when he was new here – leading 

some to conclude he hated it – but it 

rubbed off on him over time. After a 

while, it had him saying words that 

certainly resonate with me after my 

eight years here: ‘People are slow to leave it, quick to return. And there are 

others who come, as they think, for a year or two, and stay a lifetime.’ He 

himself, of course, would do just that, which begs the question: is Hull a city 

that, despite our initial reservations, grows on us and compels us to stay? 

Larkin speaks of the ‘end-of-the-line sense of freedom’ one gets when 

one arrives here on the train, and I don’t know about others, but I completely 

A 

‘An end-of-the-line 

sense of freedom.’ 
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understand it. I’ve been told that Hull is 

a contender for being the most poetic 

city in the country – or, as Larkin 

might have said, ‘Hull is good’ at ‘not 

prevent[ing]’ poetry – and I, with my 

own artistic drive, can certainly feel an 

indefinable, invisible something that 

inspires art in this city. I think that 

Larkin’s description of Hull as ‘a city 

that is in the world, yet sufficiently on the edge of it to have a different 

resonance’ is the most appropriate I’ve ever heard. So, what of Lyn and the 

Society’s feelings on those sentiments, given that Lyn herself has never lived in 

Hull, instead having grown up in Hertfordshire before moving to Sheffield at 

18? 

 ‘My mother’s family were from Hull and my mum likes to think she 

would have walked past Larkin, as she lived and worked very close to the 

University and Pearson Park [the location of Larkin’s flat] in the 1960s. Since 

joining the PLS, I have spent much more time there, of course, and I can see the 

attraction of the city. The University campus is magnificent, and I have been 

privileged to go on a tour of Larkin’s office and the Library. I would love to be 

able to go into the flat and look through the “high windows” there, and maybe 

one day I will be able to do that. Our chair lives on Newland Park – a few doors 

away from Larkin’s last home – and worked with Larkin at the University.’  

The ‘high windows’ Lyn refers to are taken from Larkin’s famous poem 

of the same name – another in a growing list of poems that show Larkin for 

what he was (indeed, what any artist is): a keen observer. His words tell us what 

his eyes saw, and those of us inclined to think this way – but too young to know 

– will wonder about the Hull that inspired Larkin. ‘I love to sit at Hessle 

Foreshore and look out across the Humber – it really is a beautiful estuary,’ Lyn 

begins. ‘I like to imagine Hull before the bridge, when the docks were still in 

place, and you had to get the ferry across to the Lincolnshire side: the Hull that 

Larkin first encountered. So, yes, I can see lots that is inspirational and 

mysterious about Hull.’ 

 

‘A city that is in 

the world, yet 

sufficiently on the 

edge of it to have a 

different 

resonance.’ 
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A RELEVANT LEGACY 

 

t is my understanding that Larkin turned down the Poet Laureateship in 

part because he felt he had long ceased to be meaningful poet. As Lyn justly 

points out, it was offered in 1984, just over a year before he died of 

oesophageal cancer, and he ‘had all 

but stopped writing poetry at that 

point’. If he had been in a fit enough 

state of health, though, Lyn would still 

have been glad he did not take up the 

offer because she ‘always read[s] the 

next Laureate poem with dread’, even 

if the poet is a great one. ‘Being Laureate is definitely a dubious honour,’ she 

says, adding that they need enough media savvy and experience to carry out the 

role. As for a poet’s meaningfulness or relevance, either in their own time or a 

later one, that is for others to decide. 

 ‘I would say Larkin is incredibly relevant today,’ Lyn offers. ‘We still 

wrestle with all the same themes: love, fear of death, loneliness, the consolation 

of nature, work, shopping, family, leisure, music, friendship, old age, religion. 

You hear Larkin’s lines in the media all the time; he is quoted in tv dramas, 

novels, songs, journalism. Just look at the interest in the recent biography of 

Monica Jones – it hasn’t been very flattering to either Philip or Monica, 

unfortunately – but the public interest is still huge. He is an integral part of our 

national identity, without a doubt.’ 

At the moment, I feel obliged to think on the challenges and changes 

affecting our ‘national identity’, such as it is, and to what extent we can continue 

to accommodate one such as Larkin into our modern, ‘woke’ world. Lyn 

tactfully tells me that ‘Larkin’s legacy is always going to be re-evaluated with 

every new generation, as with every writer and artist, which is inevitable, and I 

think these arguments are immensely important. 

I 
‘He is an integral 

part of our 

national identity, 

without a doubt.’ 
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‘However, I do think there is an argument to be made that we need to 

separate Larkin’s work from his private life and letters. The letters from Larkin 

that caused the most distress to modern ears (mine included) were written 

mainly to his closest intimates – Kingsley Amis and Monica – with absolutely 

no intention of publication. Larkin instructed Monica to burn his diaries 

because they were not for public reading. 

And who of us would want our most secret 

conversations, texts, letters and DMs made 

public? They were written at a time when 

racism, both in public and at home, was often 

not challenged and sexism was 

institutionalised. 

‘Even then, though, Amis and Larkin knew that what they were writing 

would not be seen as funny or acceptable by everyone. But if you look at 

Larkin’s letters to Barbara Pym, for example, you can see his immensely kind, 

polite and supportive side. He absolutely championed Pym through all her 

professional life. I see his letters to Amis as his release valve, where he could be 

as rude and as crass as he wanted. We all have a friend like that. The Society 

aims to celebrate Larkin’s poetry and to support the development of knowledge 

and understanding of Larkin, but not particularly to “defend” him. There are 

some people who feel that Larkin’s private views on some issues outweigh his 

worth as a writer; he is, to many people, controversial. That’s their view and we 

respect that.’ 

I would be inclined to agree; Larkin’s poetry is what is and should be 

celebrated, first and foremost. I’ve valued, for eight years, my (admittedly 

tenuous) connection to Larkin, so I now refer back to my fellow students who, 

regardless of their Larkin nous, are affected by his legacy to this day. I’m 

conscious that every cohort of 

‘new eyes each year’ brings us 

further and further away from 

Larkin’s time. (With this, I 

reference my favourite Larkin 

poem, which bears that name, 

and can be found quoted at 

‘You can see his 

immensely kind, 

polite and 

supportive side.’ 

‘New eyes each year 

Find old books here, 

And new books, too, 

Old eyes renew’ 
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number 18 on the Trail: the entrance to the BJL.) Larkin was there at the very 

foundation of what is our most celebrated campus building, though it has, of 

course, changed a lot since then. One wonders if these ‘new eyes’ need more to 

enable them to appreciate the legacy of the man who sextupled its book 

collection in his tenure and whose former office you can still visit, if you ask 

nicely. 

Lyn says, ‘I went to the brilliant New Eyes Each Year exhibit, which 

celebrated Larkin as part of Hull UK City of Culture 2017, and took the 

wonderful “Larkin tour” of the Library. I also attended the Grayson Perry PLS 

Special Guest Lecture at the University that year and was lucky enough to meet 

Grayson himself.’ As for a lasting legacy, Lyn adds, ‘I’ve heard some people say 

that the library should now be the “Philip Larkin Library”. But it was Larkin 

who proposed that it be called Brynmor Jones Library, and so that choice is 

itself part of Larkin’s legacy. I like to think Larkin subtly pervades the city and I 

would hope that students and new arrivals can seek him out for themselves.’ 

 

GETTING INVOLVED IN THE FUTURE 

 

inally, then, I ask Lyn how our readers can, indeed, find out more about 

and get involved with the PLS if they’re interested, and what the PLS has 

planned for the future (Covid permitting). 

‘There is a student membership rate of £10 which is excellent 

value: have a look at philiplarkin.com. We are on Twitter and Instagram and 

you can email or Tweet if you want to get in touch. I’m always looking for new 

guests for the podcast and new ideas for topics. Future plans include podcasts 

on horror Larkin, Sidney Bechet and Monica Jones. We are working on events 

with Coventry UK City of Culture 2021 and the Alliance of Literary Societies, 

for whom we will be hosting their AGM weekend next year. We are developing 

our website and are looking for contributors for articles, blogs and poetry 

analysis of Larkin. 

F 
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‘Next year is Larkin100, so we 

hope to have events hosted by 

organisations around the country, 

celebrating Larkin’s connections with 

places as diverse as Belfast, Bridport, 

Oxford, Sark, Leicester, Wellington and 

Swansea. We love hearing from new 

people of all backgrounds who want to 

get involved.’ 

Well, there it is. Next year is the 

hundredth anniversary of Larkin’s birth, 

and we have an excellent opportunity to 

get involved in the PLS and their 

fantastic work. The Tiny In All That Air 

podcast on Anchor is an easy Google 

search away; the ‘Larkin in Lockdown’ episode from last April, and many more 

besides, can be found there. The Society’s website (philiplarkin.com) has plenty 

to get your teeth into – including info on New Eyes Each Year, Larkin25, and 

the Larkin Toads – and I personally recommend the Larkin Trail (see 

thelarkintrail.co.uk). All that’s left for me to do now, then, is giving my sincerest 

thanks to Lyn Lockwood for her time, patience, and for contributing the bulk of 

this article. 

 

The editorial team at Hull Scribbler would like to offer their condolences to the 

Philip Larkin Society and to the family and friends of Anthony Thwaite, who 

passed away on 22 April, aged 90. An esteemed poet himself, he was a 

longstanding friend of Larkin and became the latter’s literary executor upon his 

death, as well as editing Collected Poems. He was the Society’s president from 

its inception in 1995, and was present at both the unveiling of the Larkin statue 

in 2010 and Poets’ Corner in 2016. Larkin wrote, ‘Your poems stand for a 

decency of feeling and an alertness of mind that a great many people 

consistently fail to equal.’ 
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STRAWBERRY MOON 

Niamh Clarkson 

 

The fifth of June, 

My Strawberry Moon. 

Without you 

But I guess that’s just the way it has to be. 

  

The pink radiates, 

Lights up the sky in its own way. 

Do you think it’d be prettier with you here, 

Instead of where you are? 

  

Would the strawberries be extra ripe? 

Extra juicy? 

Would they not need sugar? 

Or even cream? 

  

My Honey Moon, 

Oozing with colours of amber, 

Lights up the skies of June. 

Let my body bloom. 
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My Rose Moon, 

Won’t you be mine soon? 

If only it was my Rosie Moon 

Instead of such a lonely June. 

 

 

 

 

 

Photography: Adam Clifton 
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LAVENDER  

Niamh Clarkson 

 

Your crafted lavender fumigates my room. 

Makes it hard to breathe, 

Makes me long for what’s underneath. 

Your spiralling words of violet 

And how I so desire it. 

  

My heart flutters at the thought of your words. 

The true wanting of me, 

Hidden there – plain for all to see. 

Your pleasure and desire 

And how I would be so willing to be supplier. 

  

What if it fell to the floor – wrong way up. 

Your words, finally, let slip. 

The constant drip 

Of ink upon my floor. 

Oh, how I’d adore. 
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See your words emblazoned upon my wall, 

Words of love and lust alike, 

Will varnish our status of ‘dyke’. 

Maybe then we’ll be free, 

To love without the need for a he. 

  

Will it all go up in flames? 

Flames of red licking the corner of the sheet, 

Will you be begging for a retreat? 

To escape into the great unknown, 

Where it will just be us and my moans. 

  

I hope they stay awhile longer, 

Those words of smut. 

That we might fester in this happy rut. 

Of lavender we will reek, 

With no one to critique. 
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LIFELESS 

Niamh Clarkson 

 

You lie there, as you have multiple times, 

Dead still. 

As relaxed as a rodent. 

As still as shrew. 

I watch, eagerly, 

For a slight twitch. 

An itch. 

But yet you were lifeless, at rest. 

  

Your body preserved, 

Embalmed and wrapped. 

You’ve read the ways, over your time. 

Strips of linen, crisp and fresh, 

Encase you from head to toe. 

The white mass is you; I know. 

Yet I know deep down, underneath is the real you. 
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Rectangle silver, 

Slithering shapes of soft grey. 

They’re underneath too. 

Close to the skin. 

The skin that it might have once turned green 

With wear. 

Not much wear now but they’re still there. 

  

I told them not ten, 

You wouldn’t approve. 

The surroundings surround one another. 

Cloak your body with veils of wood, 

Handcrafted of course. 

I’m glad it’s 13, 

You’ll be safe in there. 

  

Your heart is mine, 

In and amongst everything that’s left. 

With the vitals going to a human, 

A falcon, 

A baboon and whoever else. 

I knew the heart was mine, 

You gifted it to me with a red bow. 

Yet I knew it must rest with the dead. 
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Oh, sacred carvings of 2000s text, 

Keep her safe, 

Let her rest. 

 

 

  

Photography: Adam Clifton 
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UNFIXABLE 

Amy Sellers 

 

A flightless sky, overcast, 
Still, silent. 
The lingering ghost of years passed. 
Invisible, indescribable. 

Laughter and tears, erased from time, 
Heavy, aching. 
A mountain of grief too high to climb. 
Longing, waiting. 

A belief in anything to keep you near, 
Trying, failing. 
A broken heart, too full of fear 
Hoping, wishing. 

You are not gone, only asleep. 
Resting, peaceful. 
Faith and hope, too far a leap, 
searching, losing. 

A darkened hole in the shape of life. 
Unmoveable, unstoppable. 
A wound cutting deeper than a knife, 
Unthinkable, unfixable. 
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LOCKDOWN 

Ben Wheldon 

 

Batten down the hatches, 

Turn lids to candlelight, 

And shiver, till there is sleep. 

 

Call memory from its must 

And sigh at its many smiles. 

The frown that settled the day 

And tipped the balance over its heels. 

 

Make peace with quiet, 

The long-forgotten friend 

Who one summer night 

Was stood up for neon and glass. 

 

Count the drops that April brings 

To windows roofs and more, 

Settle down in nook and cranny 

And take heed of the noise. 

Keep your eye to the lock. 
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Make peace with quiet, 

Take to it and pray it doesn’t turn. 

It stood by you at your bedside, 

Take to it, now and with haste. 

 

Batten down the hatches, 

Turn lids to candlelight 

And pine, till there comes the still, 

With a basket full of sun 

And a whisper of care. 
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A LOCKDOWN ADVENTURE 

Ziallo Gogui 

 

During the summer of 2020, amid restrictions imposed by the national 

lockdown, I tried to hang on to the bits of freedom I could catch. Like 

taking the twenty-minute walk to work to enjoy the peace and quiet 

while I crossed tasks off my to-do lists. 

       Because the normal course of life was altered, in the streets fear was 

palpable. People hurried past and made a point of deviating from their 

route to make way for others. We were all engaged in a bizarre dance on 

the pavement to avoid each other. On the deserted roads, cars sped more 

than usual as if to run away from the virus. I also started to notice my 

neighbours. Now that everybody spent more time at home, I saw them 

tending to their flowers, gardens and front doors. 

       One afternoon, upon my return from work, I came across an elderly 

woman on the path leading to my front door. She wore a dark blue sari 

and sandals. She somewhat looked out of place to me. As I got closer, I 

caught a look of concern on her face. Our eyes locked for a few seconds 

as I tried to walk past her. She raised her hands to stop me, her big eyes 

and pleading for help. She extended an arm toward a downstairs window. 

She gestured to explain that she wanted to get inside the flat, but she 

didn’t have the keys. 

       At first, I assumed she didn’t speak English, but I soon understood 

that she was deaf-mute. I must have looked puzzled, but she wasted no 

time. With one hand, she gestured to ask me to follow her to the back of 

the building. I followed diligently all the while praying that whatever was 

about to happen didn’t land me into trouble. There was no one else 

around. We reached her front door and we stood outside the flat 
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considering the best course of action. She gestured, I spoke and 

mimicked her. 

       Even though I lived in the flat upstairs, I had never seen her before. I 

only heard the back gate we shared when she and her husband came in 

or went out. And the occasional door slamming at night. Otherwise, they 

were quiet neighbours who kept to themselves. 

       With events of recent weeks in the back of my mind, I worried about 

being found alone with a vulnerable elderly woman trying to enter her 

flat. Two women were murdered in a local park not long before and the 

community was tense. The Police increased their patrolling to reassure 

neighbours. I took a minute to consider the explanation I would give any 

member of her family who unexpectedly came home early. 

       She asked if I knew the code to unlock the front door. I shook my 

head and I pointed to the bins nearby to indicate that I could help her 

through the window if she climbed on them. She laughed and raised a 

hand to decline. It was a Victorian style window which opened from the 

top. A safety lock inside prevented it from opening all the way down. We 

took a moment to look at it. 

       I saw no alternative than to climb inside the house myself.  Being 

very skinny, I gauged that I’d be able to slide through the gap at the top. I 

told her that I lived in the flat above and that I was going to change into 

more comfortable clothes. I was keen for her to know that I wasn’t 

abandoning her. I pointed upstairs repeatedly until I was satisfied that 

she understood that I was coming back. 

       At home, I found a bright pink vest and my running leggings. I hoped 

to look as innocent as possible, so my help was not mistaken for 

something else. 

       Back downstairs, things moved fast. She helped me move the bins 

under the window and steadied them for me. In a few seconds, I was in 
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the small gap we manage to open from outside. Once on the other side, I 

jumped down in the room, ran to the front door and opened it 

triumphantly. 

       As I leapt outside, ready to celebrate our teamwork, she seemed more 

reserved. Pointing to the door and the bins in turns, she explained how 

she came out to dispose of something and neglected the door. She lightly 

hit her forehead with her palm to say it was stupid of her for having let 

that happen. She wasn’t usually alone she let me know. Her 

grandchildren were away that day and she had no one to help her. The 

door had a code for accidents like this, but she didn’t know it. I reassured 

her that incidents like this happened all the time. I would have given her 

a hug if I could. 

       We waved goodbye to each other and I returned upstairs. I felt such a 

rush as I ran home, I barely touched the ground. I helped someone who 

couldn’t help herself. The last time I used my climbing skills, I was a 

child in my family’s orchard. I owed it to the lockdown to bring me the 

most unusual adventure. 
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BOWERY 

Adam Clifton 

 
In the mythos of memoried stories 
Lies a place of incumbered name; 
It’s not without its unsung glories, 
But oft passed over for acclaim. 
What’s ‘known’ about it lies in rumour 
More than it does in certain fact; 
It owes as much to unkind humour 
As it does to a verbal tact.  
It is a place where ships are tethered, 
One of commerce, but inlaid charm. 
With maritime yet clement weather, 
Here, new stories can yet be farmed. 
For here, where a ‘different resonance’ 
Nurtures swevens of sounds and sights, 
Even the seasons practise temperance 
And inspire dreams of dancing light. 
What sundry creative minds call home 
(For some, marginal in their sphere, 
And others, the only one they’ve known)  
Is the place on its own frontier. 
An end-of-the-line estuary town, 
A place on the edge of the earth, 
Constructs and people come crumbling down 
Here, not receiving what they’re worth. 
A maze of tenfoots and alleyways, 
A mesh of paths laid interlaced, 
Ginnels, snickets, whatever the phrase: 
All the roads seem to reach one place. 
Its tangle of routes reflects mankind 
In how it’s both complex and flawed, 
But also in such a diverse bind 
Of winding straits and tree-lined broads. 
For in this place, north of the Humber – 
In this proud and ardent harbour – 
The trees, which are still great in number, 
Guard us like a garden arbour. 
All of these trees comprise a bower 
That sees the light fall down in beams, 
Yet shields us from unwelcome showers 
And forms a roof between its seams: 
The canopy of the bowery streets 
Where one and another were set to meet. 
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He came from such an unsound place,    
With mockery a marker of his past,     
That he sought but never found his grace   
And confused the bearing of his path.    
He was one who consigned to loss     
The taste of everything, save for sadness;    
He burnt his time with no thought for cost    
And awaited the surcease of madness.    
He earnt his share of sleepless nights     
And took yet more of listless days,     
Unsure of how to ease his plight     
Or tame his ever-restless ways.     
He knew only unrequited ardour;    
His contentment remained exclusive.    
Though as he entered the bowered harbour,    
He resolved it would not stay elusive.    
The bowery streets will have their say    
At a singular time in many lives     
And, lest they go their separate ways,     
Bring the ensemble together to thrive.    
Thus in the bowered place, he found     
A sudden tonic for his cares,      
Like a tempest stirred up by unseen clouds    
That gusted in and struck him witless, there.    
With the swiftest of strokes, he was unmade.    
He crashed, as if from an almighty drop;    
Subjected to such an audacious play,        
That his heart was too joyful not to stop.    
She saw in him what he had missed himself:    
The qualities of which he held a score.    
She read his mind like he came from a shelf   
And comprehended to his very core.     
If there are soul mates, she may have been his,   
Like she was the other half of his frame;    
And like match meets taper and makes it fizz,   
She mended in him what he thought was lame.   
For is that not what brings about lovers:    
That hot embers take wing when two have met?   
Little each knew, at first sight of t’other,    
Of the illicit tryst they’d soon beget.     
In the old house at the corner where two roads meet,   
They finished what began on those bowery streets. 
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At first, they lay in a platonic bind;  
‘She is not mine, so I cannot touch.’      
But – mistress of her own body and mind –   
Presently it no longer mattered much. 
It evolved as something much more fervent;   
An intangible dream was then made flesh:   
Just… inevitable, driven, urgent –    
Like two distinct things that were made to mesh.  
Shared passions of ancient insignia    
And a joy for words known only by books;  
A curious mind-meld of trivia,   
And fingers interlocked when no one looked; 
Everything else: the reserve of that room. 
It was their shelter, their bowery keep,    
Where two supped from a single bowl and spoon;  
A hive where the two were merry as bees,   
Though he wished it were, instead, a cavern.   
Her words of fondness and his of ardour –   
Their echoes of Eden, in their haven –    
Would thus embed the fantasy harder.   
Their secrets: the necklace of runes that danced –  
Stark, ancient pleas of an amorous man –   
The symphonic songs and the Nordic chants.   
With these, and the prophetic song they sang,   
They formed all the sounds of their lovers’ nest:  
‘Won’t you envelop my life in light    
And lift my soul with summery breath?    
Teach me to discern the wrongs from rights,   
And make me think you were always there.’  
They heard a tune that’s all rise and no fall,   
But the forms of all songs, one is aware,    
Are of highs and lows – not endless at all.   
So, here on this street, so bowery –   
And I speak directly, for your sake –   
You turned the corner away from me    
To follow a path I could not take.    
But I found the strength to run after you   
For one last kiss, one more ‘goodbye’;   
And far down the length of that avenue,   
I heard ‘I love you’ one last time.   
Yea, that love-bitten soul is me. Verily, I am him: 
Left by you where it’s bowery; now the streetlights grow dim. 
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Soon the summer-white and the bowery  
Were switched for something trite and cold; 
But from the night-lights of the factory 
I’d return, and scent you in the folds. 
That space beside me – something amiss: 
The tilted head with every look and smile, 
That arm draped over in ownership 
And those angelic eyes that so beguiled. 
The hardest parts of our goodbyes 
Were your parting words: ‘Don’t wait for me.’ 
I would not let them see me cry, 
So I shed my tears in secrecy. 
Those were the days I was afraid of sleep; 
For just as one might beseech a stone, 
I would scream out to you in my dreams 
And entreat you not to leave me alone. 
Yet you seemed determined to make me past 
And put me further from your mind; 
And as your pace grew ever fast, 
You would leave the bower and me behind. 
Here, in my arbour by the Humber, 
It’s a time to write, a time to record. 
No longer does it cease my slumber 
To collate or dwell on our accords. 
The loss racks my heart much less, today; 
Rather, what stirs vestiges of my pain 
After so long, I’m unashamed to say, 
Is to fear we might not meet again. 
Rivers apart, we host like conditions; 
Do you find the Humber, Thames, Seine and Rhine 
Cement the lands in coalition, 
Or bar you in your cage and me in mine? 
I walk my bowery streets at night 
While dressed in black, and blend right in, 
Though a streetlamp sometimes sheds its light 
Enough for some to catch my skin. 
But this, and you, are only in dreams; 
We exist in a blur of time and space. 
I think on what can or should have been 
And the movements I cannot track or trace: 
My elixir fountain, I only seek to know that you’re alive 
Whether on bowery street, or a healing mountain I could climb. 
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I commit to walk my bowered line,    
At least until there is no road,     
Or my tower bells all cease their chime   
Upon release from corporal load.    
Now, where you wander, I may not go,   
But there’s a mood I humbly house:    
It’s something that I would have you know   
Before we take our Earthly bows.    
Should we survive all current strife    
And both live through these desperate times,   
Before we draw the curtain of life    
Across ourselves in disparate climes…   
When we walk the arboured streets again,   
Unafraid of air and people,     
And the harbour breathes from end to end:   
Every shack and every steeple…   
When life is back to its normal flow    
And it is once more a wonder,   
With the street a dreamlike place to go   
In this bower by the Humber…    
I would love nothing more than to greet –   
Like something from a filmic frame –    
Your face once more on our bowered street   
And eyes that have not lost their flame.   
When the bowered streets don autumn dress   
And arbour trees have spun their gold,   
Perchance then, we can both reassess    
What we left there in time of old.    
Yea, this may find us young no longer;    
It may see our prospects bleaker:    
A temperance older, wiser, stronger,    
But with that, our bodies weaker.    
And if our best years have spilt away,   
Then these two things I still decree:    
Suffer beside you, I will, that day,   
But keep you, and be bowery.     
Absent a chart of the verdant lanes,       
Do not write off convergence there;  
I’ll be down our leafy road, in rain,    
True to the words I once declared.    
Turn the corner of that bowery street 
And along there again, in time, we’ll meet.   
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THE START OF SOMETHING 

Steve Rudd 

 

Nobody knows exactly when the black hole started to issue water.  

Nobody knows what caused it either.  

All of a sudden, a great deluge splashed down onto the flat surface, 

gradually pitting it with pinprick holes that eventually increased in size, 

connected with one another, then deepened. Down, down, down plunged 

the freezing water, cutting sheer canyons out of the sterile ground. A 

slight change in angle of impact meant that a slope developed behind the 

pounding water, resulting in the formation of a bowl in the bare rock. 

Upon filling the bowl, the water spilt over its rim, trickling out and away 

to form the first river. This meandered for mile upon mile, all the while 

cutting deeper into the ever-moistening earth. 

Not wanting the water to get away, an ever-strengthening wind 

howled after it, following every curve of the river, gaining ground but 

never catching its quarry. The water was too quick, too slick—so 

preoccupied with discovering a new horizon that it doubled-down its 

effort and widened its scope, fanning out into a multi-limbed delta. As 

the water coursed along the delta’s tentacle-like channels, its force 

diminished, and it bubbled to a complete halt. Such stagnation resulted 

in a rash rise in water-level and consequent flooding of the land between 

the channels. The mighty ocean—spawned by such flooding—spread far 

and wide. 

The weakest tracts of land beneath the water crumpled under the 

pressure, fissuring and tilting into monstrously jagged formations that 

pierced the water’s foaming surface. These emerging mountain ranges 

encouraged the water to slosh into ever-widening waves, increasing the 

medium’s kinetic energy and bullying the water to flow in a circular 

direction: round, and round, and round. As the velocity of the whirlpool 
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increased, a yellow ball of light catapulted out of its core, blazing an arc 

across the black sky. It hung itself out to dry after spewing fragments of 

rock, which collectively suspended themselves between opposing 

gravitational fields. 

Feeling lonely, the sun wept day and night for company, pining for 

a cosmological sibling; a playmate. Bored, it spat fireballs onto the 

choppy water’s surface, aiming for the whirlpool’s perfect “O” of a 

mouth. Three-hundred and sixty-five days later, a ball of solid rock—

four-hundred times smaller than the sun—rocketed out of the abyss. It 

planted itself much lower in the firmament, well out of the sun’s reach. 

Established in their respective celestial positions, the sun and moon 

conspired to flaunt their magnetism by pushing and pulling the water 

this way and that. Though the whirlpool continued to silently swirl at the 

centre of the ocean, colossal waves began to radiate from the whirlpool, 

travelling at magnificent speeds: North, East, South and West. Such 

waves transported broken pieces of bedrock upon their gleaming white 

tips, depositing tiny shards at the ocean’s edge. 

The sun—mad at the moon for its antisocial inclination—lashed 

out with punishing rays, though it could never hit its nemesis. Instead, 

the sun’s radiation penetrated the water, heating it, altering its chemical 

composition. Just below the surface, a slimy green substance began to 

take shape, slowly hardening. Drifting wherever the predominant current 

dictated, the seaweed eventually washed ashore, at which point its pods 

burst, permitting the wind to scatter its tiny spores. 

Taking root on the sharp quartz shelf surrounding the ocean, the 

spores—nourished by the air and water—mutated into co-dependent 

shrubs, some of which evolved into independent trees. As the hardiest 

specimens reached their optimum heights, their branches quivered 

beneath the weight of expectation. Shaking their branches, the trees 

braced themselves against intense downpours from the heavens, 

accompanied by the sound of cosmological rumblings. Such downpours 
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initially flung tetrapods into the tops of the trees, all of which shimmied 

down the trunks. Some species decided to construct homes amidst the 

foliage; others made shelter on terra firma. 

One day, a particularly loud rumble from above heralded the 

arrival of a couple of tall, thin bipeds. Smashing into the treetops, they 

plummeted without grace, smacking their fragile limbs against the 

branches as they fell, and fell, and fell. 

Man rose first, and said, ‘Well, well, well.’ 
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THE LOCKDOWN DIARY 23.02.2021 

Faye Armstrong 

 

Drawing back the curtains exposes the familiar view of the coast I call 

home. Blue upon blue, where the sky meets the sea. The stillness of the 

uninhabited caravans is eerie: deserted apart from the feathered dwellers 

on the hunt for a meal. I would use the cliché, ‘I could never get tired of 

this view’, but that would be a lie. 

       I am tired of it being the only view. I yearn for a change in scenery. A 

walk in a forest surrounded by the soothing chirp of the birds. The smell 

of fresh dough cooking in an Italian restaurant—my favourite cuisine. 

Visiting friends and family miles away in my hometown of Manchester; 

how I long to travel again. 

       I pick up my phone and, as per usual when I wake, aimlessly scroll 

through endless Facebook and Instagram posts. A notification pops up 

from the News app: The government’s ‘roadmap’ for stages to ultimately 

end the third and final lockdown in the UK. The feeling of hope stirs in 

the pit of my stomach. Could life be somewhat normal again by 

summer? It seems too good to be true now, but the more vaccinated 

people, the more attainable it becomes. 

       As I walk downstairs to pour myself a brew, I create a to-do list for 

today in my mind. I need to keep myself busy. However, as soon as I sit 

down on the couch and take the first sip of my tea, all my motivation 

falters. I close my eyes and let my head fall back to rest on the couch. 

The tears involuntarily well up in my eyes as the anxious thoughts swirl 

around my mind. There are still a few months more to endure of this. I 

need to get some fresh air… no, I’ve got things to do before I can consider 
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a walk. I take a deep breath and compose myself; this is a daily 

occurrence. 

       Before I know it, it’s midday. I think about how little I have done of 

my imaginary list; I always seem to get distracted (a ‘quick’ check of my 

social media notifications inevitably becomes forty-five minutes of 

scrolling). This turns into disappointment and I get the determination to 

get it done, or risk feeling worse. Slowly but surely, I tick off the tasks, 

then make myself a hot chocolate as a small reward. A hug in a mug they 

say—I agree. 

       My Labrador, Frankie, joins me on the couch, her ginger coat as soft 

as a blanket. She snuggles into me as I check through university emails 

and my upcoming seminar material. No matter how difficult the day has 

been, the wagging tail, the unsolicited face licks and the couch cuddles 

provide a source of comfort from the madness of the world outside. I 

watch as her eyes close, the steady rise and fall of her body synonymous 

with peaceful slumber, and I am truly grateful. 

       It is the little things that have become the most important 

throughout the pandemic: catch-ups with friends and family over 

FaceTime or Zoom, dog walks to the beach, boardgame nights and 

reading—just to name a few. It helps to provide some relief whilst we 

crave the return of normality. However, it also makes you realise what 

we took for granted. I was never much of a hugger; now I relish the 

thought of a bear-hug from my nearest and dearest. 

       One day, social distancing, self-isolating and compulsory mask-

wearing will be a thing of the past. It will be a story to tell all the 

grandchildren, and as we tell them, we will smile knowing that we never 

took these things for granted ever again. 
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OUR EDITORS. 

  Lydia Cutmore 

  Chief Editor 

 

Hello! 

I’m a current MA English Literature 
& Creative Writing student at Hull 
University, now researching 
ecofiction for my dissertation. 
Whilst under lockdown I began 
learning how to draw digital art and 
wanted to capture the beauty of Hull. 

 

 

Laura Skinner 

Editor 

 

Hi! 

I’m also studying the MA in English & 
Creative Writing at the University of 
Hull. My research interests include 
gender in contemporary fiction, 
postcolonial theory and the Gothic. I 
am currently planning my own YA 
dystopian novel.   
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Adam Clifton 

Editor  

 

Hi there, 

Between 2013 and 2019, I completed a BA and an 

MA in Creative Writing at the University. Last 

year, I managed to get my dream PhD place and 

begin my research into place and race in 

speculative fiction, literary depictions of slavery 

(especially regarding the American Civil War), 

and the tropes of the ‘white saviour narrative’ – 

underpinned by an interest in maritime history. 

While I typically write prose – blends of fantasy, 

sci-fi, alt-history and historical fiction – I 

occasionally dabble in poetry for more individual expression. ‘Bowery’ is a very 

personal poem that was seven years in the making, and I can thank lockdown 

for inspiring me to finally finish it. 

It has been a pleasure to have a seventh year as a member of the Society 

and a fifth as an editor for Hull Scribbler. My travels are my greatest memories, 

often captured by my trusty camera, and it makes me very happy to see more 

of them published in the Scribbler. Moreover, it was a privilege to work with 

Lyn Lockwood on the Philip Larkin article, and I would like to personally thank 

her once again for an engaging, thoughtful and prompt contribution. 
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THANKYOU 
As a final note, the editorial team here at the Hull Scribbler would like to 
thank our fantastic English Society Committee – President and Editor 
Laura Skinner, Social Secretary Faye Armstrong and Treasurer Oliver 
Harsley. Your support has been amazing, your achievements under 
lockdown incredible.  

Secondly, our talented contributors and Lyn Lockwood from the 
Philip Larkin Society. You are all the foundation of this issue. We are 
immensely proud of each and every piece we received.  

As Chief Editor, I want to again thank my brilliant editors. It’s been 
a huge learning curve for me, and you’ve worked so hard. I’m extremely 
grateful for your professionalism and skill.  

Lastly, thanks to the University of Hull’s English department for 
your support, and, of course, all of our lovely readers!  

 

 

 


